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straightforward. These., you may mean utilizing two different ways to run SC. To load the
environment into the RAM at run-time, you need to load a driver into memory using the

cmos_execute_real() function in SC. I have built a driver in SC and used that to load the environment,
so I need to clarify the difference between the two modes. To load the environment into the RAM at

run-time is only possible if the target is an Ultima Master system, or a board that supports the
auxiliary processors. If the target is one of the popular 64-bit microprocessors, the 64-bit ARM7 and

AVR microprocessors used on these boards do not support the CMOS driver. Some of the newer
32-bit microprocessors also do not support the CMOS driver. The only way to load the environment is
to use a bootloader. Bootloaders cannot be reliably executed from embedded processors, so the best

way to load the environment is to load it from another computer and copy the environment to the
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